Flow Control of
Small Objects on Chip

MANIPULATING LIVE CELLS,
QUANTUM DOTS, AND NANOWIRES

T

his article is on microscale flow control, on dy- and develops methods to shape magnetic fields to direct
namically shaping flow fields in microfluidic ferrofluids of therapeutic magnetic nanoparticles to disdevices to precisely manipulate cells, quantum ease locations in patients.
Microfluidic systems have features (channels, valves,
dots (QDs), and nanowires (Figure 1). Compared
wells, posts, and chemically modito prior methods (Table
fied patches) that range in size from
1), manipulating microscopic and
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entirely new capabilities such as
placement and immobilization of specific quantum dots to of micro/nanoscale actuators and sensors matches the size
desired on-chip locations with nanoscale precision. A com- of biological entities (see “The Size of Things”). These entipanion article [267] investigates flow control in the body ties include bacteria, plant, and animal cells ( | 1–100 mm
diameter), viruses ( | 10–100 nm), and DNA (2 nm wide but
can be very long as a human cell contains about 1 m of
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DNA). As a result, microfluidic and nanofluidic devices
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Modeling and feedback control has enabled simple PDMS on glass devices
to manipulate a variety of cells including bacteria, animal cells,
and live human cells to single micron precision.
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have found applications in biology and medicine and have to trap and steer multiple objects at once. Likewise, columns
been used for rapid analysis of DNA, for analysis and six and seven state if manipulation in three dimensions and
detection of proteins, for monitoring and analysis of cells, control of object rotation has been achieved. Column eight
and for implantable drug injection systems [5]–[9]. With summarizes typical hardware requirements and column nine
DNA and proteins, the goal is often to amplify specific notes if the manipulation technique typically includes feedDNA sequences or separate out rare proteins from a back- back control.
Laser tweezers are the current gold standard for particle
ground of common ones to enable sensitive detection of
pathogens or diseases [10]–[13]. Live cells are monitored to manipulation [18], [20], [30], [82]–[85]. In a classical optical
answer basic-science biology questions (such as how do tweezer system, when a dielectric particle is within the
these cells interact one with another [14], [15]) or to better beam but off center, it deflects the laser light and the resultchoose treatment options (such as which cancer drugs can ing change in light momentum exerts an equal and opposite
kill this patient’s tumor cells most effectively [16], [17]). In force on the particle, which brings it back to the beam center
microfluidic systems developed for such purposes, a need [18], [30]. So long as the particle does not escape the laser
has emerged to more precisely and reliably manipulate bio- beam, steering the beam steers the particle. Holographic
logical entities and to steer elements (cells, DNA fragments, laser tweezers can split one source beam into many indiviruses, or proteins) to on-chip sensors and into biochemi- vidually controlled spots, and this has allowed steering of
cal reaction chambers. Feedback control can help; it enables up to | 400 particles at once in all three dimensions [19],
the manipulation of particles and biomolecules with higher [26], [86], [87]. The size of controlled particles has ranged
precision, faster, with increased throughput (more objects from 80-nm-diameter gold nanoparticles [24] to 50 mm
at once), and in messy biological environments with uncer- microorganisms [88], with applied forces ranging in magnitude from femto (10 215) to pico (10 212) Newtons [19], [30].
tain parameters and conditions.
Table 1 provides an overview of
existing capabilities for manipulation
of microscopic and nanoscopic objects.
Vision
EOF
The first column summarizes the actuaCamera
Sensing
Actuation
tion physics. The left half of the second
1.35 V
9V
column lists which types of objects
–1.7
V
9
0.3
have been manipulated (see the symbol
0.9
3V
key in the table header) while the right
half states to what accuracy; for example, in [28], cells were manipulated
using handles with a translational accuracy of less than 1 mm and an angular
velocity accuracy quantified in degrees
per second (8/s). The third column
describes the applied forces; at the top
of each row, in bold, is stated how the
1.39 V
2V
forces scale with object size or charge;
–1.0
underneath, a force scale bar states the
Control Algorithms
Applications
Modeling
range of forces demonstrated in experiments. The fourth column summarizes
the working distance of the method; at FIGURE 1 The goal is to control microflows to manipulate micro- and nanoscopic objects
the top, in bold, is stated how forces [quantum dots (QDs), cells, and nanowires] with high precision on chip. The image shows
scale with distance from the actuator or a controlled flow that is simultaneously transporting a QD (small red dot), a cell (pink
sphere), and a wire to their desired positions (blue arrows show the flow, four black arrows
actuators, and below a typical distance highlight flow directions at four critical locations). This article discusses the electroosmotic
range is stated. The fifth column notes flow actuation, vision sensing, modeling, control algorithms, experiments, and sample
if the method has or has not been able applications for this type of microscale flow control.
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Deflection of high
intensity laser light
lines up dielelectric
particle with the
laser [18].

Dielectric particle
displaced in a spatially
nonuniform dc and ac
electric field (E).

Particles dielectrophoretically
manipulated by light-induced
virtual electrodes that
concentrate electric fields on
the illuminated surface.

Dielectrophoretic

Optoelectronic

Length from actuator

: to = 0.22 μm [49]

: to ~ 1 μm [48]

Nano-objects

: to 0.15 - 0.5 μm [45]–[47]

: to 1 - 10 μm [44]

Micro-objects

: to ~ 1 μm [40]

: to ~ 1 μm [38], [39]

: to ~ 1 μm [38], [39]

: to < 1 μm [37]
Nano-objects

: to < 1 μm [33]–[36]

Micro-objects

: to = 20 nm [29]

: to < 40 nm [24], [25]
: to < 1 μm, < 1° [26]
: to < 1 μm [28]
Using particles as a handle
: to < 1 μm, 5.7°/s [28]

: to < 1 μm [23], [24]
Nano-objects

: to ~ 1 μm [20]

: to ~ 1 μm [19]

Micro-objects

Have Controlled:
To Accuracy

Conducting bead

Object length

I

L

14.5 pN [47]
0.1 pN [48]

F ~ r2l

50 pN [36]
23 pN [33]
0.7 pN [41]
76 fN [37]

F ~ r3

0.2 fN [36]

100 pN [30]

F ~ r3

F ~ r3

0.01 fN

1 mN

Forces:
Scaling/Range

Magnetic bead

Bead with surface charge

Object radius

r

18 mm
[44]

F ~ ∇(E2)

400 μm
[37]

F ~ ∇(E2)

Long working
distance (cm)

Actuation
Distance:
Scale/Range

Cell

Nanorod

Quantum dot

Steer?

Trap?

Steer?

Trap?

[44]

[33]

BioRyx, [19]

Steer?

In 3D?

Control
Rotation?

[37]

Substrates coated with a
transparent conducting
material, and a light
source that can produce
images [digital micro
mirror device (DMD) or
phototransistor substrate].

2D and 3D microfabricated electrode structures and high frequency
signal generators [1 kHz
–20 MHz] to generate
sufficient gradient forces.

Complex and expensive
optical setups required to
generate stable traps.

Hardware

DNA with bead

Cell with magnetic bead

Cell with bead

Microrobot

BioRyx, [28], [31], [32]
[19]

Molecule

Virus

Bacterium

Swimming cell

BioRyx, [19]

Trap?

Steer/Trap
Multiple
Particles?

Fluorescent bead

TABLE 1: Summary of particle control capabilities.
Bead

Force

F

Laser Tweezers

Actuation Physics

KEY:

[45]

[37], with [42],
[43] including
advanced control algorithm
design

Optical trapping
itself is passive,
but xyz stages
to move the
sample usually
operate with
feedback

Got Feedback?
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A fluid stagnation point
is created by directing
two laminar flows into a
cross-slot junction. The
stagnation point is a
stable point (zerovelocity point) that is
used to trap the particle
[66].

Hydrodynamic
Trap

Electroosmotically: Fluid
flow is created by electrostatic forces acting on
a thin layer of icons at
fluid/device interfaces.
This flow transports the
objects.

Electrophoretically: An
applied electric field
creates an electrostatic
force on objects with
surface charge (q).

Attraction of magnetic
particles by electromagnetic firlds (H).

Magnetic

Electrokinetic
Tweezers

Ultrasonic standing
waves with associated
pressure maxima and
minima. Particles move
to pressure nodes due
to axial radiation forces.

Acoustic

Actuation Physics

: to = 0.22 μm [76]

: to = 140 nm [73]–[75]

: to ≤ 46 nm [71], [72]

Nano-objects

: to ~ 10 μm [70]

: to ≤ 1 μm [69]

: to ≤ 0.5 μm [69]

: to ≤ 0.5 μm [68]

: to ≤ 0.5 μm [68]

Micro-objects

: to = 100 nm [65]

Nano-objects

: to = 2.2 μm [65]

Micro-objects

: to = 8 μm [63]

: to = 20 nm [58]
Using particles as handle

: to = 9 μm [62]
Nano-objects

: to = 2.4 nm [58]–[61]

Micro-objects

Nano-objects
: to ~ 1 μm [53]

: to ~ 25 μm [52]

: to ~ 10 μm [51]

: to ~ 1 μm [50]

: to ~ 1 μm [50]

Micro-objects

Have Controlled:
With Accuracy

20 pN [68]

EOF: F ~ r

5 pN [72], [73]

EP: F ~ q

1-10 fN [67]

F~r

50 fN [61], [62]

108 μN
[61], [62]

F ~ r3

10 nN
[50], [54]

F~r

3

Forces:
Scaling/Range

2 μm–1 cm
[68], [75]

F ~ L–1

140 μm
[65], [67]

F ~ L–1

20 μm–25 cm
[58], [62]

F ~ ∇(H2)

10 μm–10 cm
[50], [55]

F~L

–3

Actuation
Distance:
Scale/Range

Steer?

Trap?

Steer?

Trap?

Steer?

Trap?

Steer?

Trap?

[68]

[68]

[63]

[63]

[56]

Steer/Trap
Multiple
Particles?

[77]

[62]

[53], [57]

In 3D?

[78], [79]

[62]

Control
Rotation?

Technique uses:
disposable microfluidic
devices, image processing,
and confocal sensing.

Technique uses:
disposable microfluidic
devices.

Technique uses:
customized
electromagnets.

Technique requires
piezoelectric transducers,
function generators,
amplifiers, and a sample
chamber.

Hardware

[68], [80], [81]

[65], [66]

[60]–[62], [64]

Got Feedback?

The Size of Things
toms range in size from 0.3 to 3 Å (1 Å 5 0.1 nm 5 10 210 m).
The covalent radius of a carbon atom, half the distance between two carbon nuclei covalently bound together, is approximately 0.7 Å. Angstroms also represent the distance between
H2O molecules in water, thus it is valid to treat water (and many
other fluids) as a continuum fluid in microfluidic channels. Quantum dots (QDs) are small semiconductor crystals that come in
a variety of shapes and sizes. The QDs controlled in Figures 15
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and 16 were ellipsoidal in shape with a 6-nm-major and 3-nmminor axis (1 nm 5 10 29 m). Magnetic particles for drug delivery
(see [267]) range in size from 1 nm to 5 mm (1 mm 5 10 26 m).
Visible light, which sets the limit for the smallest distance that
can be distinguished under a microscope, has a wavelength of
380 to 750 nm. Cells typically range in size from single micrometers (small bacteria) to 100 mm (larger mammalian cells). Human
blood vessel radii range from 7 mm to 3 cm. (See Figure S1.)
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Atom

Magnetic
Particles
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Microfluidic
Channels

Human Veins
and Arteries

Iron
Core
10 nm
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10 μm

100 μm
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FIGURE S1 The size of objects considered in this article and in [267]. From left: carbon atom schematic, colloidal quantum dots
(QDs) (tunneling electron microscope image) [266], schematic of a magnetic nanoparticle, wavelengths of visible light, red blood
cells, a simple microfluidic device, and a schematic of a major human blood vessel.

Laser tweezers are sophisticated bench-top systems that
require precise and expensive optical setups. Turn-key
systems currently cost at least US$18,000 (Thorlabs). A significant extension of laser tweezing is Doppler laser cooling, where ions or atoms moving forward into a laser are
more likely to absorb a photon and, hence, be slowed down.
Multidirectional laser Doppler cooling, in conjunction with
magnetic trapping, has led to two Nobel prizes (1997 [89]
and 2001 [90]) and is being extended to slowing down the
motion of individual atoms [91]–[93].
Dielectrophoresis (DEP) is a common method for trapping and separating particles in microfluidic systems [38],
[39], [94]–[96]. As for laser tweezers, the forces exerted on
particles depend on their sizes and dielectric properties
[97], [98]. Usually, many electrodes fabricated on a chip surface are actuated by high-frequency signal generators to
apply spatially varying alternating-current (ac) electric
fields, and serve to preferentially trap, collect, deflect, move,
or rotate one type of object versus another, for example, to
only capture cells of one size range [33]–[36], [40]. With the
exception of more recent work [37], [42], [43], DEP has usu30 IEEE CONTROL SYSTEMS MAGAZINE
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ally been applied in open loop without feedback corrections
that can enable more precise control of individual objects.
Optoelectronics tweezers can generate multiple lightinduced virtual DEP traps on photoconductive surfaces to
manipulate thousands of polarizable particles or wires
[44], [99], ranging in size from tens of nanometers to hundreds of micrometers, with submicron accuracy, in two
spatial dimensions [44], [48], [49], [100]. They require chips
coated with transparent conductor materials and image
producing light sources [99], [101].
Acoustic tweezers were developed to overcome the
inability of laser tweezers to trap optically absorbing materials [50], [53]. They use sound transducers and signal generators in combination with microfluidic devices and create
stable potential wells at standing wave nodes or antinodes
depending on whether the particles are more or less dense
than the surrounding fluid medium [54], [102]–[104].
Acoustic tweezers have been used to trap microscale objects,
such as cells, in two spatial dimensions [51]–[53], [55], [57].
Magnetic forces have also been used to control objects
on chip [58]–[61], [63], [105], [106]. Unlike in [267] where we

The equations to be controlled for neutral or charged particles are linear
in the control and nonlinear in the particle positions.
are interested in focusing a distributed ferrofluid of many
nanoparticles to deep targets in patients, in magnetic
tweezing the goal is usually to precisely manipulate single
particles over short distances [58]–[61], [63], [64]. Magnetic
actuation is restricted to manipulating magnetic materials,
but nonmagnetic objects (such as cells) can be controlled by
attaching magnetic handles [63], [64], [106], [107]. Feedback
control is an integral part of magnetic tweezing and various groups have shown advanced algorithms both in
theory [62], [108]–[111] and in experiments [58], [61], [62],
[112]. Interestingly, magnetic and DEP actuation share the
same force equations. In both cases, the force scales as the
S
S
gradient of the applied field squared, F DEP |= 1 7 E 7 2 2 and
S
S
S
S
F mag |= 1 7H 7 2 2 where E is the electric field and H is the
applied magnetic field. Hence, control algorithms developed for magnetic tweezing should apply equally well to
precision manipulation in the DEP setting.
Electrokinetic (EK) tweezing, the subject of this article,
includes both electroosmotic (EO) and electrophoretic (EP)
actuations. As discussed below, electroosmosis is the actuation of fluid flow by electric fields [113], this flow can then
carry along any object regardless of its dielectric or magnetic properties. Controlling flow can also be created by
hydrodynamic (pressure) actuation, as in [65]–[67]. Conversely, the motion of a charged object through a medium
due to an applied electric field is termed electrophoresis
[114]. Unlike optical, DEP, optoelectronic, acoustic, and
magnetic forces, which all scale with particle volume [30],
[98], [101], [104], EP forces scale with surface charge q which
usually depends on particle surface area [115] while fluid
flow applies drag forces that scale with particle radius [113],
[116], [117]. As particle size decreases down to the nanoscale,
this scaling with radius instead of volume makes fluid-flow
tweezing advantageous compared to laser, DEP, or magnetic actuation, and has enabled nanoprecise manipulation
of 6 nm QDs (see the section “Manipulating Nanoscopic
QDs to Nanoscale Precision”). Even high-powered laser
tweezers have not been able to achieve a similar result [84].
The article is organized as follows. EO flow actuation is
summarized next, along with hardware details for our
microfluidic feedback control systems. The “Modeling” section first briefly reviews microfluidic modeling in general (a
broad area) but then specializes to only the modeling that is
necessary for EO and EP feedback control of particles. Control algorithms for manipulation of one and multiple objects
are covered in the next section. This section includes theory
and experimental results for steering beads and swimming
cells to micrometer precision, as well as steering human

cancer cells with extended microtentacles into one another
and manipulating and immobilizing QDs to nanoscale precision. A conclusion section summarizes the results, overviews
emerging needs, and identifies directions for future research.

ELECTROOSMOTIC FLOW ACTUATION
Actuation of flows by modest electric fields is routine in
microfluidic systems [1], [118]–[120]; a standard glass or
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchannel filled with tap
water and connected at its two ends to a 9-V battery exhibits
EO flow (see www.controlofmicrobio.umd.edu/movies/
eof-movie.mov). Electroosmosis is a fluid/solid interfacial
effect that scales with device surface area and enables
manipulation of flows by electric fields [113], [121]. Electrolytes such as water or cell media contain charged ions. Even
ultra-pure deionized water still contains a significant
amount of disassociated salts [sodium (Na 1 ), potassium
(K 1 ), and chloride (Cl 2 )]. When a microfluidic device is
filled with an electrolyte, weak chemical reactions occur at
the solid/liquid interfaces. These reactions create a net
immobilized charge at the interfaces, and this unbalanced
charge attracts ions of the opposite sign to create a thin layer
of mobile ions in the liquid, called the Debye layer, along the
surfaces of the device. The application of an electric field
causes these charges to move in one direction and the thin
mobile Debye layer drags the rest of the fluid along by
viscous forces. Since only a few charges migrate to the surface, the interior of the channel still contains an essentially
equal number of positive and negative ions (creating equal
and opposite viscous forces), and no net force is created in
the interior of the channel. Only the concentrated (mostly
positive or mostly negative) charges in the Debye layer, on
the boundaries of the channel near the surfaces of the device,
create a net EO drag force, and this drag force creates fluid
motion in the whole channel (Figure 2, [113], [122], [123]).
Using EO flow actuation to manipulate particles with
feedback control allows simple and easy-to-fabricate
devices (such as shown in Figure 3) to precisely steer and
trap individual particles. If EO flow is available, then
manipulation works for any visible particles, regardless of
their materials or surface properties. The created forces
scale favorably, with particle radius (instead of with particle volume), enabling nanoprecise control of nanoscopic
objects such as QDs. In fluid/device combinations where
the surface chemistry is such that EO flow does not occur
or is too weak, such as for protein-rich cell-media buffers
where abundant proteins coat the device walls and degrade
electroosmosis, the same control algorithms have been
APRIL 2012
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used to instead electrophoretically manipulate cells or particles that acquire a surface charge.
As detailed in [68], our particle control system consists of
a PDMS on glass microfluidic device. Channels are imprinted
into the PDMS and the PDMS layer is then adhered face
down onto a glass slide. Platinum electrodes are inserted
into the open-air channel-end reservoirs, through holes
punched in the PDMS, to actuate the flow. The fluid filling
the device can be water, cell media, or diluted blood, and the

Negatively Charged Surface
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
λD
+ – + – + – + + – + – +– + –
Induced
Debye Length
Flow Profile
+
Positively
–
Charged Layers
+ – + + – + –
– + – + – –
+ + + + + + + + + + +
Negatively Charged Surface

+

ΔV

FIGURE 2 The physics of electroosmotic (EO) actuation. A schematic side view through a microfluidic channel. This channel has
negatively charged surfaces, as is the case for polydimethylsiloxane channels filled with water. The ! or @ circles show naturally
occurring ions in the liquid. These ions accumulate to shield the
immobile charges at the channel surfaces and form a thin Debye
layer that has a predominant charge (here, mostly positive). The
electric field transports this Debye layer and then drags the fluid in
the channel along by viscous forces. Charges in the interior of the
channel (not shown) remain essentially balanced (only a small
fraction of the ions shield the surfaces) and so they create no net
fluid motion. The resulting fluid flow profile is shown by the black
arrows, except the figure is not to scale—the Debye layer is very
thin and lD is typically on the order of nanometers. Thus the created EO flow is essentially uniform across the width of the channel. The thin Debye layer can be treated as a moving-wall boundary
condition that travels in the direction of the applied electric field
[113], [120], [123]. (Figure courtesy of Anders Brask, reproduced
with permission [124].)

PDMS

50 μm

Reservoir

10 μm

10 mm

Glass
(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3 Photograph of a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) on glass
device used for single particle control, filled with water and blue
food coloring to show the microfluidic channels and reservoirs.
Each microchannel is 10-mm deep, 10-mm long, 50-mm wide
close to the particle steering intersection region, and 300-mm wide
otherwise. The zoom shows a schematic of the channel intersection and the 100 mm × 100 mm particle steering control region.
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objects to be controlled can be any small optically visible
particles, such as beads, cells, wires, or light-emitting QDs.
The real-time location of the objects is sensed by a vision
system that consists of a microscope, camera, and in-house
imaging software. It includes a 340 magnification transmitted-light microscope (Nikon TS100), a 40 frame/s 480 by 640
gray-scale pixel camera (Vision Components, VC2038E DSP,
Ettlingen, Germany), and a digital signal processing (DSP)
unit located inside the camera that evaluates the particletracking algorithm. The control algorithms are implemented
on a personal computer (a Dell Precision Workstation 530,
Xeon 1.7 GHz, 2 GB memory, WinXP) and the resulting actuation commands are sent to a multichannel digital-to-analog
signal converter (National Instruments DAQ) to actuate up
to 16 electrodes with # 10 V each. The range of actuation
voltages used depends on the desired particle control speed,
device channel lengths, buffer used, and particles to be
steered (for example, lower voltages are preferred to manipulate fragile live human cells [125]–[128]), but the voltage
range is always modest, up to 50 V for control of QDs,
# 10 V for manipulation of cells, and , 1 V for devices that
have been optimized to create stronger flows at low voltages
[69], [129].

MODELING
Modeling of microfluidics is a broad area and is discussed
in multiple books [118], [122], [123], [130]–[133]. Generally,
bulk flows in microfluidic devices can be considered as
continuum liquids. For example, water at room temperature consists of closely packed H2O molecules separated by
angstrom distances [134]. This separation distance sets the
mean-free path of the molecules l and, when compared to
micrometer channel dimensions, yields a Knudsen number
Kn < l/L , 10 24 which is well within the continuum
regime [1], [130]. Noncontinuum fluid effects do occur
when the dimensions of the channels begin to approach
the size or separation of the particles making up the liquid,
for example for nanowidth channels [135], but in most situations a continuum description of the bulk flow suffices.
As the device length scale L decreases, volume V |L3
shrinks faster than surface area A |L2 and, hence, surface
effects generally dominate bulk phenomena on the
microscale [122], [130], [135]. Specifically, fluid momentum
is proportional to volume and is almost always negligible
compared to surface effects in microfluidic systems [1],
[119]. Thus, for incompressible liquids like water, the
S
incompressible Navier Stokes equations 1 = # V 5 0,
S
S
S
S
r 3 'V /'t 1V # =V 4 5 2 =P 1 m=2 V 2 can be reduced to the
S
S
S
Stokes equations 1 = # V 5 0, r 'V /'t 5 2 =P 1 m =2V 2
S
[136]. The time derivative term r 'V /'t can also usually be
neglected unless the external actuation is very fast compared to local fluid momentum [137], [138], further simplifying the description of the bulk flow to the incompressible
S
S
Hele-Shaw equations 1 = # V 5 0, m=2V 5 =P 2 [139]. Unlike
the Navier Stokes equations, both the Stokes and the

EOF control manipulates particles by fluid drag forces that scale
with object radius (instead of volume) and thus enables
nanoprecise manipulation of nanoscale objects.
Hele-Shaw equations are linear, which substantially simplifies their solution.
Surface effects, such as electroosmosis and surface tension, act as boundary conditions for bulk flows on the
microscale [123], [140]. They can be exploited to actuate micro
flows, for instance by electroosmosis [123], [141]–[143], surface tension [144] (which can be electrically [145] or thermally
modified [146]), by evaporation [147], or by other surface
phenomena [1], [140]. Behavior at surfaces can be subtle, surprising, and difficult to understand and quantify. Electrowetting, where applied voltages change the shape and location
of liquids [145], [148]–[155], is a good example. Electrowetting has been used to move, join, split, merge, and mix liquids on chip [45], [152], [154], [156]–[160], as well as to change
the shape of liquid lenses for cell phone camera focusing
[161], [162] and to enable thin and flexible video-speed color
displays [163]–[166]. Substantial effort was required just to
understand which physical phenomena create the effect. It is
now recognized that electrowetting is driven primarily by a
competition between electric energy storage in the underlying solid dielectric versus surface tension energy at the solid/
liquid and liquid/gas interfaces [145], [167]. There is an
active electrowetting research community, with many articles
on modeling both the basics and the details of electrowetting
[138], [153], [165], [166], [168]–[183]. Other surface effects
have their own underlying physical phenomena and mathematical descriptions: for example, see [120] and [123] for
modeling of electroosmosis and electrophoresis; see [113]
and [121] for an introduction to quantifying surface tension
with [184] and [185] for further modeling thermally induced
surface tension motion (the Marangoni effect); and see [186]
for modeling of flow velocities created by liquid evaporation.
Many of these models can be computationally expensive, so
care must be taken either to build models that are tractable
for control design (as done in [187] for electrowetting) or to
reduce the computational complexity by model reduction
techniques [188]–[191], as done in [192]–[194] for microflows.
In addition to the importance of surface phenomena,
microfluidic devices often contain objects (such as particles,
wires, DNA, and living cells) that have their own additional
dynamics within the flow and can be preferentially actuated
by applied electrical, optical, magnetic, or other means. All
such small objects undergo Brownian fluctuations [195], with
smaller particles experiencing greater motion (by the Einstein-Stokes relation for spherical particles at low Reynolds
numbers, the diffusion coefficient is D 5 kT/6pma where a is
the radius of the particle, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the

absolute temperature, and m is the fluid viscosity [116], [117]).
Self-consistent simulation of stochastic dynamics is discussed in Gillespie [196] and Brownian motion can be added
as random walks to particle convection models (as in [197]).
For nonspherical rigid objects, such as wires, rotational diffusion must also be included [76], [198], [199] and interaction
with channel surfaces can become an issue [200]. DNA
strands, which act as elastic threads, are heavily studied and
there is rich literature on the dynamics of DNA in free and
confined spaces [132], [201]–[204]. Live swimming cell
motion depends on the type of organism. For example, the
probability of different E. coli motion patterns has been quantified, modeled, and compared to experiments in [205] and
[206]. Finally, depending on their electrical, optical, and magnetic properties, objects in the liquid can be actuated by externally applied fields. Such actuation capabilities were
summarized in Table 1 and modeling of these actuation
methods can be found in [83] and [84] for laser tweezers; in
[42], [43], [97], and [98] for DEP; in [101] and [207] for optoelectronics; and in [51], [54], and [102]–[104] for acoustic and
magnetic [62], [108], [109], [111], [208] actuation.

Modeling Electroosmotic Actuation
and the Resulting Particle Motions
For modeling the EO manipulation of particles, there are
three key phenomena that need to be included: low Reynolds number fluid flow, electric fields (including how they
actuate flow), and particle Brownian motion. There is also
pressure flow caused by surface tension imbalances between the reservoirs, but this flow acts as a disturbance (see
the section “Experimental Results for Multiparticle Control
to Micrometer Precision”), it does not couple to EO flow
(the two can be solved independently by the linearity of
Stokes or Hele Shaw flow) [113], [122], and pressure flow
does not affect the design of the least-squares control algorithms. The goal of the modeling is to find the mapping
from electrode actuations to the resulting particle motions.
In two-dimensional devices, such as the one shown in
Figure 3, the created EO flow is planar. As illustrated in
Figure 2, mobile charges that accumulate at the device surfaces (at the floor, walls, and ceiling of the microfluidic
channels and chamber) are transported by the applied electric field and drag the fluid along by viscous forces. Thus,
at each surface location, EO flow is actuated in the direction
of the applied electric field. This electric field is created
between electrodes inserted into the four fluid reservoirs
and remains inside the conducting fluid (the PDMS device
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material is insulating). The electric field is uniform in the
vertical direction but can vary in the horizontal plane and
in time. It can be shown rigorously by analyzing the Navier
Stokes equations [197] that the EO flow aligns quickly, in
microseconds [197], [209], with the electric field. Hence,
S

S

V 1 x, y, z, t 2 5 1 ez/m 2 E 1 x, y, t 2 5 2 1 ez/m 2 =f 1 x, y, t 2 (1)
S

S

where V is the EO fluid velocity, E is the applied electric
field, f is the electric potential (as created by the four electrodes), e is the permittivity of the liquid, m is its viscosity,
and z represents the zeta potential (voltage) at the liquid/
device interfaces [113], [121]. It is z that quantifies the
amount of charge contained in the Debye layer [113], [121],
[122]. Since this zeta potential depends on the detailed
chemistry of the fluid and the device surfaces, it is not predicted a priori but is instead inferred from experiments by
applying a known electric field and measuring the resulting flow velocity [210]. An example planar EO flow field
governed by (1) is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.
Neutral particles inside the fluid are convected by the
created EO flow and also undergo Brownian motion. When
the particles are comparable in size to the channel height
(for example, the yeast cells that are |5 mm in diameter
compared to the 11-mm-high channels in [68]), they often
come in contact with the floor and ceiling of the device.
When the particles are smaller, the 6 nm QDs, for example,
then they can diffuse unobstructed in all three directions
[unless other factors, such as chemical separation, cause
them to remain at a surface (see the section “Manipulating
Nanoscopic QDs to Nanoscale Precision”)]. Below, only the
horizontal xy motion is controlled allowing the particles to
move freely in the z direction. Their in-plane positions are
governed by convection plus diffusion, by
#
S
S S
S
Pj 5 V 1 Pj 2 1 w
S

S

where P is the vector of particle x and y locations, w is
S S
Brownian noise, and V 1 P j 2 is the EO fluid velocity at the
jth particle location.
The electric field obeys Laplace’s equation =2f 5 0 [211]
with Dirichlet boundary conditions at the electrode boundaries f 1 'Dj 2 5 uj where 'Dj denotes the liquid/electrode
surface and uj is the j th applied voltage. The PDMS material
is insulating, hence Neumann boundary conditions hold at
the liquid/device surfaces. The solution of Laplace’s equation is linear in the applied voltages, hence,

S

5 2c a =fj 1 P 2 uj 1 w
S

(2)

j51

where c 5 ez/m is the EO mobility of the fluid, fj is the solution to Laplace’s equation when electrode j has a unit
applied voltage and all the other electrodes are set to zero,
S
and u 5 1 u1, u2, c, un 2 is the time-varying vector of
applied voltages.
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S

where P 5 1 x1, y1, x2, y2, c, xm, ym 2 is the position vector
for the horizontal locations of the m particles of interest and
the m 3 n sized A matrix contains spatial information about
the electric fields originating from each of the n electrodes.
The above model is simple. It neglects effects that do
occur in the devices such as parasitic pressure flows (caused
by meniscus surface tension imbalances between the n electrode reservoirs), possible contact of particles with the
device surfaces, and the details of the Debye charge layer
formation. The model also contains a significant amount of
uncertainty, such as buffer chemistry and cell-to-cell variations that can cause the zeta potential and particle surface
charges to vary by 650%, as well as uncertainty due to
channel fabrication imperfections and PDMS surface waviness [68]. Yet this model is effective. It has proven sufficient
to enable fast and gentle control of live cells in complex biological media [68], [69] and to position nanoscopic particles
on chip with nanoscale precision [71], [72]. The model is
good enough to enable effective feedback correction—it
correctly predicts electric field and flow directions and therefore enables a choice of electrode actuations that directs the
particles closer to where they should be at each control
update. During closed loop control, manipulation errors are
dominated by particle diffusion between control updates
and vision sensing noise, and these two factors can be
reduced to tens of nanometers [72].

CONTROL

# S S
S
S S
S
S
S
S
P 5 V 1 P 2 1 w 5 cE 1 P 2 1 w 5 2c =f 1 P 2 1 w
n

The same type of surface chemistry that causes Debye
layers to form at device surfaces also allows particle surfaces to become charged [113], [121], [212]. An added electrostatic force acts on such charged particles and creates an
additional steady-state EP velocity. This EP velocity points
either exactly along or exactly against the local electric field,
depending on the sign of the surface charge. Thus the effect
of particle surface charge can be incorporated into (2) by
modifying the mobility coefficient c to be the sum of the EO
and EP mobilities for each particle [113]. If different particles have different surface charges, as can occur in experiments, then each particle has its own mobility coefficient ci
and this introduces m mobility coefficients into (2).
Putting all of the above together, the equations to be
controlled for neutral or charged particles are linear in the
control and nonlinear in the particle positions. They are
#
S
S S
S
P 5 A1 P 2 u 1 w
(3)

The goal of the control is to manipulate, steer, and hold
individual particles in the microfluidic devices. In this section, algorithms are developed and results are demonstrated in experiments for the control of one and multiple
objects on chip to micrometer and nanoscale precision.

Single Particle Control
Control design for a single neutral or charged particle in a
four-channel device is straightforward. Flow is always

Desired Microbe Position:
Programmed or Real-Time User Input

Real-Time Control
Algorithm: Computes
voltages to create a
controlled flow to
carry bacterium from
where it is to where it
should be.

Electrode
Voltages

Microfluidic Device
Actuated by Electrodes
(A cross-channel with
four actuators; desired
microbe example
path is a figure 8.)

Actual Microbe
Position

North
Electrode

East

West

Desired Position
Optical System
with Real-Time
Image Processing
Algorithm

Correction

Chosen Microbe
Current Position
South
Electrode
(a)

South

East

West
North

st

e

North

W

Example Desired Velocity

=

+
A Lot of North
(b)

A Little of West

FIGURE 4 The feedback loop and control scheme for steering a single object, here a swimming bacterium [68]. (a) To steer a single
microbe along an ` path, the control region of the four-channel microfluidic device is observed by an optical system that monitors the
location of the chosen bacterium in real time. The controller compares the measured location (black bacterium) against its desired position (open circle) and commands a flow to move that bacterium from one location to the other. The other bacteria are also actuated (gray
arrows), but only the chosen microbe is steered back to its target location. (b) Simulated fluid flows are shown for each of the four electrode actuations (arrows show the flow field, color shows the electric potential). The flows spread out as shown, each creating the velocity shown by the white arrow at the bacterium’s current location. Correctly scaling and adding these four flows together can create any
desired velocity at any bacterium location.

created from the observed to the desired particle location. If
the particle is to the southeast of its desired position, a correcting northwest flow is applied. The feedback control
loop is shown in Figure 4. The microfluidic device of
Figure 3 is observed through a microscope and a camera.
Real-time image detection software tracks the location of
one chosen object, in this case a live swimming microbe,

through a field of many others. The control then creates a
flow to move that microbe as needed. (The flow at the particle’s location is a linear superposition of the four flows created by each electrode alone, due to the linearity of Laplace’s
equation. As shown in the figure, these four flows can be
combined to create a correcting flow at the particle’s location in any desired direction.) The vision sensing and
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of electrolysis (a chemical reaction that
occurs at the electrodes and creates
bubbles [213], [214] which, if produced
in excess, can disrupt the flow control).
The engineering solution of these
issues can be found in [81], which
25 μm
reports the first successful experiments
on trapping and steering single nonswimming cells by feedback flow control (Figure 5).
0–20.3 s 20.3–50.8 s 50.8–70.8 s
For control of swimming species,
(a)
(b)
so long as the feedback can correct the
location of the microbe faster than that
FIGURE 5 Steering of a yeast cell with modest surface charge along a “UMD” path (for the
microbe
can swim away, it will sucUniversity of Maryland) [68]. (a) Photograph of the device control region, with the UMD
ceed
in
trapping and steering the
path overlaid on the image, showing visible imperfections in the device surface and walls.
microbe. The difficulty level of doing
(b) The path of the chosen 5-mm yeast cell (black dot) in the experiment. Snapshots are
shown at six equally spaced times for each letter. (The electroosmotic mobility of the fluid
this depends on both the swim speed
is ceo 5 1 36.5 6 3.6 2 3 1029 m 2 V21 s21, the electrophoretic mobility of the charged yeast
of the microbe and its swim patterns.
cell is cep 5 1 223.3 6 6.9 2 3 10 29 m 2 V21 s21.) This cell does not swim and is steered
Fast swimming microbes that tend to
with a 1 mm accuracy. (Movie available online at www.controlofmicrobio.umd.edu/
swim in small circles can be controlled
movies/cell-on-UMD.mov.)
more easily because, even though they
swim quickly, they do not swim far
away.
In
contrast,
medium-speed
microbes swimming in
velocity correction repeats again at the next time to continuously correct errors caused by particle diffusion and, in this straight lines in random directions travel further away and
are more difficult to retrieve. Figure 6 shows initial results
example, also by bacterium swimming.
Although the control algorithm described above is for manipulation of medium-speed (< 10 mm/s) swimmers.
straightforward, experimental results for manipulation of a The control in this case is updated slowly, every 1/30th of a
single particle required the solution of practical issues. These second. The next generation system will implement flow
included optimal device fabrication, fast and reliable vision control at 300 Hz and will further optimize device design
sensing, prevention of device fouling (cells can stick to to increase EO flow speeds so as to effectively steer and
device surfaces), and operation of the device in a regime trap even fast swimmers.
with strong and reliable EO actuation but an acceptable level

Control Algorithm for
Multiparticle Manipulation

(Co

Trap

ntr

ol O

ff)

Controlled
Microbe
Start
(Control On)

FIGURE 6 Flow control of a swimming microbe found in river water.
The microbe was moved to and trapped at the red dot location for
30 s until being released from control. Initial uncontrolled swimming is shown in dashed white, subsequent controlled motion is
shown in blue. The microbe swims away after control is turned off
(dashed white again) indicating it was not harmed by the flow control. (Movie available at www.controlofmicrobio.umd.edu/movies/
swimming-cell.mov.)
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In addition to control of a single object, it is possible to
manipulate multiple particles independently using flow
control [68]. A device with n electrodes can actuate n 2 1
flow modes (one electrode corresponds to ground). Different modes cause particles in different locations to move in
different directions (Figure 7). The modes are found by
decomposing the A matrix of (3), where for the purpose of
S
computing the modes the vector P is replaced by a fine
mesh of points, into its singular value decomposition (SVD).
The first SVD mode of A corresponds to the strongest fluid
flow mode that can be created with minimal electrical actuation, the second SVD mode corresponds to the second strongest fluid mode, and so on. By judiciously combining such
modes during control, it is possible to simultaneously move
multiple particles in multiple desired directions.
The multiparticle control algorithm works by least
squares [197]. Define the desired correction velocity vector
to point from the observed locations of the chosen particles
toward their desired locations as follows:
S
v correction

S

S

5 k 1 P desired 2 P observed 2 .

(4)

Here, k is a scalar control gain. The goal is to choose the
voltages at the electrodes to create a velocity as close to this
desired correction velocity as possible. By (3), for the current measured particle positions, a linear relation exists
between the applied voltages and the particle velocities.
Since this velocity is achieved as soon as the voltages are
applied, it suffices to solve a static linear problem to determine the needed set of electrode voltages. This is done by
least squares and gives the control algorithm
S

S

S

u 5 3 AT 1 P 2 A 1 P 24 21AT 1 P 2 v correction

S*

S

S

S

S

S

S

5 k 3 AT 1 P 2 A 1 P 24 21AT 1 P 2 1 P desired 2 P observed 2 .

(5)

For the case where there are more actuations than particle
degrees of freedom 1 n 2 1 $ 2m 2 , the A matrix typically
has full row rank (unless two particles are at the same location) and the above least squares answer achieves the
S
desired velocity with minimum control effort 7 u 7 2. For
cases where there are more particles than actuation degrees
of freedom, the experimental performance rapidly degrades
to unusable. For example, four particles (eight degrees of
freedom) can be controlled only somewhat by eight
electrodes (seven degrees of freedom, one electrode is
ground), but five particles cannot. Since it is possible to fabricate devices with many electrodes, the number of usable
fluid modes (explained next) determines the practical limit
to the number of particles that can be controlled.
The electric fields that make up the A matrix are computed ahead of time, providing a reference table to compile
S
A for any particle positions P captured by the camera. The
pseudoinverse 1 ATA 2 21AT is then computed in real time
(milliseconds) as the control proceeds. It is advantageous to
carry out this calculation in the coordinate system of the
fluid modes of Figure 7 (the singular value modes of the
matrix A evaluated on a fine grid of points). The lower spatial frequency modes are better conditioned; higher spatial
modes require high voltages to create even small fluid
velocities. The matrix A is truncated onto the lower SVD
modes and the pseudoinverse is computed for this wellconditioned matrix. Actuation is kept below the maximum
allowable voltages in one of two ways: either by turning
down the control gain per particle as the voltage limit is
approached or, more rigorously, by phrasing a linear-programming constrained optimization to choose the gain per
particle to maximize performance but not exceed actuator
limits. These two approaches work equally well in experiments. In current devices, which have been optimized over
the last five years, it is possible to reliably access the first
ten fluid modes, thus allowing simultaneous control of up
to five particles. Higher spatial frequency modes are too
weak to overcome the parasitic pressure flow disturbances
that still remain in these devices.
The least squares control algorithm above can also be
used to manipulate particles in three dimensions (3D)

and to control object orientations. Multilayer devices that
create flow modes with a vertical component from one
layer to the other enable 3D manipulation [215]. Modulation of flow shear, in addition to flow translation, enables
control of object rotation [76]. In both cases, the dynamics
S
is still described by the structure of (3) but the P vector
now further includes either the vertical position of the
particles or the orientation of the objects. Either way, the
control law of (5) remains valid. So far, 3D and rotation
control capabilities have been verified in simulations and
some preliminary experiments but have not yet been
published.

Experimental Results for Multiparticle
Control to Micrometer Precision
The control law of (5) has been implemented on devices
with more than four electrodes (usually eight, sometimes
12 or 16) to manipulate multiple particles at once [68]. Figures 8 and 9 show results for steering three particles using
eight electrodes, still to 1-mm accuracy as in Figure 5 for a
single particle. The control of four and five particles at once
has also been demonstrated, but the manipulation accuracy was degraded to 5 mm [129].
An interesting issue, relevant for testing cell-to-cell
interactions, is how close flow control can bring two particles together. Doing so is challenging because it requires

A

A

B

B

(a)

(b)

A

A

B

B

(d)

(c)

FIGURE 7 Electroosmotic microflow modes for an eight-electrode
device. The above figure shows the first, third, fifth, and seventh
modes computed from the model stated above (also see [68] and
[197]). The two example neutral particles A and B (shown as black
dots above) then experience the velocities shown by the arrows
[68]. (a) Fluid mode one, (b) fluid mode three, (c) fluid mode five,
and (d) fluid mode seven.
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Trapped

t = 15 s

Trapped

t = 30 s

Trapped

t =45 s

Start

Start
50 μm

(c)

(b)

(a)

50 μm

50 μm

FIGURE 8 Flow control of two fluorescent beads (2.2-mm diameter) around two circles while a third bead is held stationary. Here the
white dots are the beads (enlarged), the blue curves are the actual trajectories that the chosen beads have traced out (overlaid), and
the dashed white curves (also overlaid) show the geometry of the channels and the particle control chamber. Snapshots are shown at
three time steps. The two beads are being steered to within an accuracy of one pixel (corresponding to less than 1 mm). The desired
paths are not shown because, at this image resolution, they would perfectly underlay the actual paths. The trapped bead is marked by
an arrow and has been trapped by the control algorithm to an accuracy of better than one micron. Every time the bead deviates from its
desired position through Brownian motion, the electrodes create a flow that pushes the bead back toward its desired location [68].
(Movie available online at www.controlofmicrobio.umd.edu/movies/1trap-2circle.mov.)

Yeast

t = 57 s

t = 317 s

t = 211 s

Imperfection
in PDMS
Surface

50 μm
(a)

50 μm

50 μm
(b)

(c)

FIGURE 9 Flow control of three yeast cells (5 mm diameter) with modest surface charge around two circles and a UMD path. The yeast
cells are visible as small black dots with a white center (the three target cells are marked with a white arrow in each image) and the white
curves are the trajectories that the target cells have traced out. The three cells are being steered to within an accuracy of one pixel (corresponding to less than 1 mm) [68]. (Movie available online at www.controlofmicrobio.umd.edu/movies/1UMD-2circle.mov.)

creating opposing flows at two nearby points a and b to
bring the two particles closer toward each other 1 a S d b 2 .
The A matrix of (3) has two rows per particle, and each
pair of rows gives the mapping from electrode voltages to
the x and y fluid velocity at that particle’s location. When
two particles are nearby, they experience similar fluid
flows, the two pairs of rows are almost linearly dependent, the A matrix becomes ill-conditioned, and the pseudoinverse in the control law of (5) commands high
voltages. For the results in Figure 10, actuation voltages
were limited to 10 V by amplifier hardware, and this
allowed bringing two 5 mm diameter particles to within
8 mm of one another (as measured center to center). Particle-to-particle steering is currently being improved by a
control algorithm modification; instead of controlling the
absolute position of two particles along two paths (four
controlled degrees of freedom, as in Figure 10), the modified control algorithm acts only to reduce the linear distance between two particles (a single degree of freedom)
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at each time. Higher voltages, which enable stronger
opposing flows for two nearby particles, are being enabled
by using a more powerful amplifier as well as by incorporating gel electrodes that delay the onset of electrolysis
[216]–[218].
Finally, Figure 11 illustrates the global stability of the
control algorithm of (5) and its ability to bring particles
back to their targets even after large deviations. The particle control algorithm works robustly across the entire control region. There are no combinations of particle locations
where it is not possible to reliably pseudo-invert A (except,
as noted above, when steering two particles to the same
position or attempting to steer two particles at the same
location in two different directions).
In summary, PDMS devices with 4–16 electrodes, a
vision system consisting of a camera, microscope, and inhouse software, and least-squares feedback control algorithms have trapped and steered particles and cells to
single micron accuracy. The vision algorithm can track

t=0s

t = 10 s

t = 18 s

8 μm
50 μm

50 μm

50 μm
(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 10 Bringing two 5-mm beads together by flow control. With the 10-V actuator limits of this experiment, the beads could repeatedly
be steered to within 8 mm of one another. (Movie available online at www.controlofmicrobio.umd.edu/movies/particle-to-particle.mov.)
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t = 126 s

t = 53 s

C3
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FIGURE 11 The least-squares flow control algorithm is globally stable and can correct large errors in particle positions. This figure shows
steering of three fluorescent beads (2.2 mm diameter) around three circles. At time t 5 24 s, corresponding to bead positions marked A1,
A2, and A 3, the control was turned off for 11 s, allowing the particles to drift away by up to 150 mm. (Drift is due to the parasitic pressure
flow inside the device caused by misbalanced surface tension forces at the reservoirs.) The control was reactivated at t 5 35 s (bead
positions B1, B2, and B3 2 , and the control algorithm steered the three original beads back to their desired positions (C1, C2, and C3 ). Four
time instants are shown: (a) right before control is turned off, (b) right before control is turned back on (the three beads have drifted away
a significant distance), (c) when the beads are back on track, and (d) when the beads have completed the remainder of their three circular paths (once again to an accuracy of better than 1 mm). The two dashed straight lines in the last image illustrate the left and right
boundaries of the control region [68]. (Movie available online at www.controlofmicrobio.umd.edu/movies/global-stability.mov.)
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uncontrolled vertical motion, but particles can also be
restricted to the chip surface by fluid chemistry (as in the
section on manipulating QDs) or their motion can be controlled in all three dimensions by using multilayer devices
that can create fluid flows or electric fields with vertical
components [215]. Controlled particles can range in size
from micrometers to nanometers—as discussed in the next
two application sections on manipulating | 20 mm live
human tumor cells and 6 nm diameter QDs. The manipulation accuracy
is set by the vision-sensing error plus
the amount particles diffuse between
Primary Tumor
control updates. This manipulation
Even small tumors shed millions
Death from
of cells into the bloodstream.
accuracy is optimized for nanoscopic
Fragmentation
particles below and is driven down to
nanometers by subpixel imaging and
a high-viscosity fluid that reduces
Endothelial Cells Make Up
Brownian motion. The current system
the Blood Vessel Walls
can move particles at velocities of up
Fates of
to | 500 mm/s with a control update
Circulating Cells?
rate of 40 Hz, a rate that is being
increased to 300 Hz to enable control
of fast-swimming microbes and to
quickly assemble nanoscopic components on chip. The next two sections
Death from
Extravasation
describe how this system is being
Adhesion
Apoptosis
Is Actin Dependent
Via Microtentacles
extended to address two key applicaMetastatic Tumor
tions: 1) manipulation of live human
(a)
cancer cells to study their behavior in
response to drugs and each other, and
2) nanoprecise control of QDs on chip
to fabricate multidot nanophotonic
systems.

individual particles through a field of thousands of others
and with current device fabrication and voltage actuation
limits can control up to five chosen particles simultaneously. Flow control can manipulate any visible particles
regardless of their material properties while EP actuation
requires surface charge but still works if different particles
acquire different amounts of charge. For the experiments
presented above, the particles were free floating with

Testing Circulating Human
Cancer Cells Against Drugs
and Each Other

Vehicle

Colchicine
(b)

FIGURE 12 Seeding of metastatic tumors by shed circulating tumor cells (CTCs). (a) The
possible fates of CTCs. Many CTCs that are shed from primary tumors either die by programmed cell death (apoptosis) or fragment when they are pushed through narrow capillaries by blood flow. But some CTCs reattach to blood vessel wall endothelial cells using
microtentacles (McTNs) and escape blood vessels through actin-dependent crawling.
Both steps are thought to be required to successfully form a metastatic tumor. (b) As an
in-vitro model of CTCs, free-floating human MDA-436 cultured breast-tumor cells extend
McTNs (left panel, white arrows) that are visible when cells are labeled with green fluorescent protein and treated only with a drug vehicle [0.1% Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), here
used as a chemical penetrant to transport materials into cells]. In contrast, treatment with
DMSO and a tubulin-disrupting drug (Colchicine, 100 mM, 10 min) causes the shortening
and collapse of McTNs (right panel, scale bar 10 mm). (Figure courtesy of Stuart S. Martin,
University of Maryland School of Medicine.)
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An emerging application for on-chip
EO/EP control is monitoring and
testing live human circulating tumor
cells. During the metastatic spread
of many human cancers throughout
the body, primary tumors shed circulating tumor cells (CTCs) into the
bloodstream that reattach in distant
tissues and persist dormantly for
long periods of time [219] – [221]
[Figure 12(a)]. The eventual reemergence of these disseminated cells as
metastatic tumors is a major cause of
patient death from cancer [222].
Unfortunately, since many of these
disseminated tumor cells are not
actively dividing during a patient’s
treatment, they are unresponsive to

An emerging application for on-chip EO/EP control is monitoring and testing
live human circulating tumor cells.

existing chemotherapies that target cell division [223]. In
addition, even the most advanced clinical imaging methods can only detect tumors in patients when they form
foci of more than 5 million tumor cells [224]. As a consequence, current cancer diagnosis and drug development
is aimed at large tumors rather than the disseminating
tumor cells that cause metastatic spread. As many as
30–50% of cancer patients who show no evidence of clinically detectable metastasis have CTCs that can be isolated
from their bloodstream, and these strongly predict an
increased risk of metastatic progression and death from
cancer [225], [226]. The ability of CTCs to resist traditional therapies and remain undetectable to clinical
imaging makes them one of the most elusive targets in
cancer treatment. So while the great majority of current
cancer research and drug development has focused on
inhibiting tumor growth or reducing the invasion and
motility of already attached tumor cells [227], [228], comparatively little is known about therapeutic targets for
circulating tumor cells or the effects of existing chemotherapies on CTCs.
Recent studies have revealed that detached and circulating tumor cells produce microtentacles (McTNs) that penetrate blood vessel wall endothelial layers and promote
tumor cell reattachment [229]. Genetic alterations that
increase McTNs are known to enhance the retention of
CTCs in distant tissues during metastatic spread [230],
[231]. McTNs are long extensions of the cell membrane that
arise when the forces of outward microtubule extension
from the cell center overcome the inward tension of the
actin cortex that lies beneath the cell plasma membrane
[232]. When tumor cells attach to the extracellular matrix or
to man-made surfaces (such as glass slides or lab-on-a-chip
surfaces), increasing tension in the actin cortex suppresses
microtubule extension [233], [234] and, hence, McTN
formation [229], [235]. For this reason, McTNs are only
detectable on detached and free-floating tumor cells [229],
[235], which has led to McTNs being overlooked in many
previous studies and has complicated the use of microscopy to image them.
Common cancer treatments stabilize tubulin to prevent
tumor cell division (taxanes) or disrupt actin to reduce
local tumor invasion (Rho and Src inhibitors). However,
such cytoskeletal disruptions can elevate levels of CTCs in
the bloodstream by more than 1000-fold [236], [237];
increase the number and length of McTNs [229], [238]; and
promote the attachment and retention of CTCs at distant
sites in the body [230], [231]. Developing methods to

manipulate and analyze free-floating tumor cells is
essential so that microscopy can be used to better understand the effects of drug treatments on CTCs and to ensure
that therapies aimed at tumor-cell growth or invasion do
not inadvertently increase metastatic risk.
Due to their importance in cancer progression, CTCs
are being extensively studied [219], [220], [239], but primarily to count them so as to gauge patient prognosis
[240], or to analyze static changes in protein [241] or gene
expression [242], [243], rather than to understand CTC
dynamic behavior. Antibody recognition of cell surface
markers has been used to purify CTCs from blood samples that can contain as few as one CTC per billion blood
cells [244]. However, these antibody-based approaches
require lengthy procedures or cell fixations that prevent
the observation of live CTCs. Microfluidic devices [242],
[245], [246] and microfilters [247], [248] are increasing the
speed of CTC isolation but remain limited in their ability
to accurately manipulate detached CTCs. Suction of
CTCs onto micropipettes [249], [250] or capture with
optical laser traps [251]–[253] allows analysis of the
mechanical properties of CTCs, but also deforms their
cell surfaces and can disrupt the natural behavior of the
microtentacles.
Our current aim is to manipulate detached CTCs in a
contact-free manner without disturbing their McTNs so
that unperturbed microtentacle behavior can be ob served. CTCs are , 20 mm in diameter [and up to , 40 mm
with extended McTNs; see Figure 12(b)] and thus are
larger than the previous cells that were manipulated.
They therefore required fabrication of new devices with
taller 50 mm channels. Larger channels increase the
velocity of disturbing flows created by surface tension
pressure imbalances and make feedback control more
difficult. These imbalances were removed by plugging
the reservoirs with gels to eliminate the water/air
menisci that created the surface tension pressures. Using
EP actuation with low , 100 V/m electric fields, Fig ure 13
shows an initial result for steering a free-floating human
MDA-436 breast tumor cell into another MDA-436 cell
that has adhered to the chip surface and whose microtentacles are visible. Although microtentacles have not
yet been crisply visualized in this experiment [as done
by green protein fluorescent imaging in Figure 12(b)], it
was clear that the two cells connected one with another
and that the adhered cell held onto the floating cell until
EP control was able to separate them [see Figure 13(c)
and the movie].
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FIGURE 13 Control of a single free-floating human breast tumor MDA-MB-436 cell. (a) The cell was steered toward and away from
another breast tumor cell that had adhered to the chip surface and whose microtentacles are visible as faint white extensions. (b) The
trajectory of the floating cell as it is pulled away to the left from the adhered cell (during t 5 17.25 s to 34.75 s). The commanded centroid
position is shown by red crosses while the measured path and cell boundary is shown by blue dots and curves. The boundary of the
adhered cell is shown in dashed green lines. (c) The x-location of the floating cell during inward and outward motion (commanded 5 red
dashed; measured 5 blue solid). When the cell is pulled back, cell-to-cell adhesion retards leftward motion until the applied control
breaks the two cells apart, as is clearly evident in the movie at www.controlofmicrobio.umd.edu/movies/cell-wMcTNs.mov.

The next goal is to hold CTCs in place while injecting
various types of drugs into the device to test the response of
McTNs to a library of cancer drugs. Feedback control will
also be used to bring floating CTCs close to one another,
with and without drugs, to investigate when and how they
use McTNs to attach to each other and begin to form
agglomerates. Such CTC aggregates have been observed in
cancer patient blood samples [246] and predict poor patient
prognosis. Animal experiments have shown that these CTC
aggregates are the initial source of metastatic tumor outgrowths in lung capillary vessels rather than single CTCs
which simply exit these vessels [254]. Systems to steer
detached CTCs, one to another, so that aggregation can be
monitored will facilitate research aimed at defining the
underlying mechanisms and identifying therapeutic
opportunities to disrupt this stage of tumor metastasis.
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Since McTNs promote CTC aggregation [232], [235], [255] as
well as endothelial attachment [256], they are both a likely
mechanism of cancer growth and a potential therapeutic
target. Feedback flow or EP control provides a method to
gently trap and steer floating CTCs, without disrupting
their membrane mechanics, so that their natural behavior
can be monitored under a microscope for sufficiently long
times to collect statistically significant data.

Manipulating Nanoscopic QDs to Nanoscale Precision
The next application is manipulating nanoscopic objects to
nanoscale precision. Both new features present difficulties: it
is harder to manipulate more precisely and it is harder to
manipulate smaller objects. The first challenge is that Brownian motion scales inversely with particle size—smaller
particles diffuse faster [117], [195], hence, they move further

Manipulation and fluid solidification allowed sequential, high-precision
positioning and immobilization of multiple individually selected
nanoparticles on a two-dimensional surface.

Piezo

away between control updates, making precision control ous cell and bead control, the manipulation precision was
more difficult. Second, most prior particle manipulation tech- limited by the 1 mm accuracy of the vision sensing [68].
niques, such as optical tweezers [18], [19], [82]–[84], DEP [94], This imaging accuracy was a consequence of the hard[98], [257], and magnetic tweezers [30], [258] (see Table 1), ware used (1 mm in the device corresponded to one pixel
create forces that scale with particle volume. Therefore, a in the camera image), but it also approached the fundananometer diameter particle experiences forces that are a bil- mental wavelength-of-light limitation. It is possible, howlion times smaller than a micrometer particle of the same ever, to significantly improve vision sensing beyond the
material. Manipulation of nanoscopic particles thus requires wavelength of light. The key is to realize that the visible
either advantageous particle materials (electrical permittivity diffraction spot for a nanoscopic particle, such as a QD,
significantly exceeds that of the surrounding fluid for DEP can span many camera pixels. By averaging correctly over
[97]) or strong actuation (powerful magnets [258] or high these pixels, it is possible to infer the center of the diffracpowered lasers [18], [83], [84]). Even under strong actuation, tion pattern to better than single pixel resolution, a techthe larger Brownian motion can cause nanoparticles to escape nique known as subpixel averaging [265]. If a Gaussian
the energy traps created by optical and DEP means [40], [97]. pattern is fitted to the diffraction spot shown in the inset
Third, it is difficult to precisely see the location of nanoscale of Figure 15(a), the centroid of that Gaussian is inferred to
particles. The wavelength of light ( l| 0.5 mm) sets the mini- better than the width of a single pixel. Subpixel averaging
mum length scale that can be optically distinguished. Emit- is implemented below in real time, and, together with
ting nanoparticles show up as spread-out microscale particle dynamics and feedback control (which still obey
diffraction patterns under the microscope—a sample diffrac- the same governing equations as before), enables control
tion pattern is shown in the top right inset of Figure 15(a)— of single QDs to nanoscale precision.
Figure 14 shows the hardware and control loops for flow
and it is difficult to infer their precise position.
However, control of nano objects to nanometer accu- control of a single QD [72]. The QDs used were elliptical in
racy is desirable, for example, for nanophotonic and shape and had a size of 6 nm on the major and 3 nm on the
nanoelectronic applications where there is a need to place minor axis. In addition to strong Brownian motion and
quantum dots and nanowires in the
high electric field regions of photonic
[259]–[261] and plasmonic [262], [263]
Analog Voltages
structures. These high field regions
Electrodes
Digital-to-Analog
are approximately 150 nm in size
Converter
[264], necessitating the manipulation
PDMS
+
–
of dots and wires to submicron accuDigital Voltages
Glass
racies. EO flow control manipulates
particles by fluid drag forces that
Control
QD
Algorithm
scale more favorably (with particle
Autofocus
1.30
radius [116], [117] rather than volume)
Objective
Particle Positions
NA
and has enabled nanoprecise manipulation of single QDs [71], [72]—a
Particle
Tracking
capability that has not been demonCCD Camera
strated by any other means.
QD Images
During closed-loop particle flow
control, the positioning error is determined by the sum of the vision-sens- FIGURE 14 The experimental setup and control loops for manipulation of a single quantum
ing error and the diffusion of the dot (QD) to nanoscale precision. A charge-coupled device (CCD) camera images the QD
particle between control updates [72]. and sends the information to a tracking algorithm that uses sub-pixel averaging to accurately determine the current position of the QD to 19 nm precision. The control algorithm
Other errors, such as flow actuation uses this information to determine the proper voltages to apply to the electrodes in order
m isal ig n ments a nd mec ha n ical to move the QD to its desired position. A second feedback loop moves the imaging objecvibrations, are smaller. For the previ- tive in the z direction using a piezo stage to keep the QD in focus [72].
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FIGURE 15 Flow control of a single quantum dot (QD) to nanoscale precision [72]. Panels (a)–(c) show charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera images of the QD being steered along the desired trajectory (www.controlofmicrobio.umd.edu/movies/QD.mov). The white
trace shows the measured path of the QD up until its current location. In panel (a), the magenta box inset shows the subpixel averaging
window and the image of the QD diffraction pattern it contains. The second inset shows the orientation of the QD trajectory (green) with
respect to the four electrodes. Panel (d) traces a plot of QD position along its trajectory. The underlying dotted black line shows the
desired trajectory, blue represents the actual measured QD trajectory, and the solid red squares depict when the QD blinks off. The
mean displacement from the trajectory is calculated to be 119.5 nm. At the end of the trajectory, the QD is held in place for 2 min (not
shown in the online movie).

large diffraction patterns, which present problems for
nanoprecise control of all nanoscopic objects, QDs also
present additional issues. QDs blink on and off, and the
control does not know where they are when they blink out
of view. To handle this issue, the control is paused when the
QD blinks off and is resumed when it begins to re-emit.
Together with localized fluid solidification (discussed
next) this strategy still allows point-to-point placement and
immobilization of specific dots on chip.
QD position is controlled in the horizontal plane but
the QD still diffuses in the vertical direction. This diffusion makes the QD leave the focal plane of the microscope
and causes a defocusing that hurts the subpixel sensing
accuracy. A second control loop uses the variance of the
QD image as its metric and drives this metric to a minimum by moving the microscope objective up or down
using a piezo stage. Since being above or below the objective focal plane defocuses the image in the same way, this
second loop introduces a small vertical jitter to determine
if the dot looks more focused when moving an additional
amount up or down. This jitter provides information on
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whether the dot is above or below the focal plane of the
microscope and a Newton-bracketing algorithm is then
used to control to the minimum image variance. The inner
loop runs slowly compared to the outer horizontal positioning loop, since out-of-focus drift is a slower process,
and it enables higher accuracy QD manipulation in the
horizontal plane.
In addition to subpixel averaging, pausing for blinking,
and vertical focus tracking, the chemistry of the buffer
had to be carefully chosen to meet QD control requirements. The fluid had to exhibit electroosmosis and not
damage the PDMS material of the microfluid devices. It
also had to have a high viscosity to decrease QD Brownian
motion, which is a key source of positioning error. Finally,
the buffer chemistry had to be compatible with the QDs;
they had to remain suspended as single dots and not
aggregate into clumps. Water with an added associating
polymer (to increase the fluid viscosity) and a zwitterionic
betaine surfactant (to retain effective EO actuation) was
chosen as the buffer fluid [72] based on input from the
team chemists (J. Fourkas and S. Raghavan) as well as by

Ideal Array

5 μm
(a)

5 μm

5 μm

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 16 Electroosmotic flow control and immobilization of two types of quantum dots (QDs) on a chip surface [71]. (a) Desired array
with the two types of QDs alternating in a checkerboard pattern. (b) Completed array as visualized through a bandpass filter centered
at a 710-nm wavelength. The four QDs emitting at | 705 nm are circled in red, the 655 nm emitting QDs are not visible. (c) The same
completed array as visualized through the 65-nm band pass filter. The QDs emitting at 655 nm are circled in blue.

extended and systematic trial and error. This buffer choice
yielded EO flow actuation along with high viscosity and
singly dispersed QDs.
In the experiments, flow control could hold a single
QD to a target location with 45 nm accuracy and, as shown
in Figure 15, could steer it along a chosen path with a
mean deviation of 120 nm [72]. The 6 nm sized dot could
be controlled for one hour, its usable (visible) lifetime. The
precision of the vision sensing was determined by monitoring the measured centroid location of a stationary QD
adhered to a glass slide. These measurements had a standard deviation of 19 nm. Subtracting this 19 nm vision
noise from the observed deviation of the controlled QD
yielded the 45 nm (when trapped) and 120 nm (when
steered) accuracies.
For fabrication of multidot quantum information systems, it is not enough to control the QD to the correct location in a fluid. The QD must be delivered to the surface of
the photonic chip, must be fixed in place, and then the next
QD must be brought into place and attached to the chip. To
have a QD couple to a photonic cavity, this must be done to
nanoscale precision—the QD should be placed within the
, 150 nm wide high-mode region of the cavity [264]. An
appropriate modification of fluid chemistry neatly solved
all these issues. To confine QDs to the chip surface, a lowviscosity, water-based, negative-tone photoresist was used.
(A photoresist is a light-sensitive polymer that cross-links
and solidifies the fluid under strong light, allowing QD
immobilization.) The chemical properties of this photoresist caused the QDs to segregate to the surfaces (ceiling,
walls, and chip surface floor) of the microfluidic device
[71]. The microscope focal plane was lowered to the bottom
of the device to keep QDs on the chip surface in focus, and
EO flow control was used to move a chosen QD to its target
location. Once a QD was in place, a brief ultraviolet laser

pulse polymerized a small cap of fluid immediately around
the positioned QD to permanently fix it in place on the chip
surface. This small solid region did not affect the manipulation of subsequent QDs. Manipulation and fluid solidification allowed sequential, high-precision positioning and
immobilization of multiple individually selected nanoparticles on a two-dimensional surface. Figure 16 shows the
placement and fixing of two different types of QDs in a
grid on the chip surface, to 127-nm precision [71]. These
single QDs remained in place and continued emitting even
after the flow control microfluidic device was peeled off.

CONCLUSION
Modeling and feedback control has enabled simple PDMSon-glass devices, which can be fabricated in under an hour,
to manipulate a variety of cells including bacteria, animal
cells, and live human cells to single micron precision. EK
control has neither harmed robust river micro-organisms
nor fragile live human cells. Cells have been manipulated
in a variety of fluids: in cell media, river water, in a liposome buffer (a liquid containing micelles with fluorescent
dyes to mark specific cell types), and in diluted blood.
Least-squares algorithms have allowed independent
manipulation of a small number of cells simultaneously,
which is useful for cell-to-cell studies. The same leastsquares algorithms are also enabling 3D [215] and rotational [76] control.
Gentle EK cell control is well suited to the manipulation of live human cells without disturbing their activity
and therefore is being used to study the microtentacled
behavior of live human cancer cells. EK feedback control
has also been used to manipulate nanoscopic particles
(QDs) to nanoscale precision [72]. Here the fluid chemistry was engineered to push the QDs to the chip surface
and to permit local solidification of the fluid and, hence,
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FIGURE 17 Flow control with particles and wires restricted to the chip surface and acting as guides, pivots, and constraints. Using the
same experimental setup as in Figure 16, it is possible to attach particles to wires, use wires as constraints for particle motion, use
particles as pivots for wires, and use wires as constraints for each other. Green shows the constraints, red shows constrained motion,
and black is the motion of other unconstrained objects. Exploiting these types of constrained behaviors could enable fast and accurate
snap-to assembly of micro and nanoscale components on chip. (Movies available online at www.controlofmicrobio.umd.edu/movies/
QD-to-wire.mov, www.controlofmicrobio.umd.edu/movies/QD-along-wire.mov, www.controlofmicrobio.umd.edu/movies/pivot-wire.mov,
and www.controlofmicrobio.umd.edu/movies/wire-to-wire.mov.) (a) Controlled immobilization, (b) constrained steering, (c) pivot with
obstacle, and (d) alignment with obstacle.

immobilization of each QD after placement [71], a technique that is being used to fabricate multidot photonic
systems. No alternate methods to place specific QDs to
specific locations on chip have been previously demonstrated, so, in this instance, feedback flow control has
enabled an entirely new capability.
The above results were enabled by physics-based
modeling and simple control algorithms. Modeling of
EO flow and EP forces is standard [122], [123], [143] and
is sufficient for controlling nanoparticles to nanoscale
precision. However, parameters in the model (surface
and particle charge, viscosity, parasitic pressure flows)
vary significantly. To limit key uncertainties it has been
crucial to first optimize the devices (for example, by
making reservoirs larger to reduce meniscus curvature
and hence decrease the parasitic pressure flows created
by surface tension) before using feedback to correct for
the remaining errors. So far, appropriately chosen simple
control designs have sufficed—except for the QD-focusing inner loop (Figure 14) all the control has been simple
least squares. System performance limits have been set
by device design and imaging accuracy, not so much by
the type of control algorithms chosen. Now that devices
and optics have been optimized, next-generation tasks
such as controlling the shape of DNA strands will likely
require and benefit from more sophisticated control
algorithms.
The next applications for flow control are being chosen
to fit the strengths of the technique. EK control has turned
out to be ideally suited for the manipulation of live suspended human cancer cells and nanophotonic objects.
Unlike laser tweezers, EK manipulation does not create a
strong optical trap for each cell that can deform its shape
and disturb microtentacle behavior [251]–[253]. Also compared to laser tweezers, EK control enables manipulation
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of nanoscopic objects to nanoscale precision on chip
regardless of their material properties (see Table 1). For
the manipulation and observation of live tentacled cancer
cells, the next steps are to adapt the device designs so that
cancer drugs can be injected into the cell chambers without disrupting flow control and to extend the control algorithms to allow better cell-to-cell manipulation to study
microtentacle interlocking during cell-to-cell adhesion. As
mentioned in the discussion surrounding Figure 10, the
latter task is being achieved by modifying the control
algorithm to reduce the distance between two cells (one
degree of freedom control) rather than steer both cells
along a specified trajectory (more highly constrained four
degrees of freedom control).
For nanophotonic applications, fluid and object chemistry plays a crucial role. Figure 16 shows one result for
control of QDs that are confined to the chip surface by a
QD-exclusion fluid chemistry (the low-viscosity, waterbased, negative-tone photoresist). Figure 17 further illustrates how confinement of wires and particles to the chip
surface can enable useful new motion primitives. By
varying chemistry globally or locally by laser pulses, it is
possible to stick dots to wires, use wires as constraints
for QD motion, use particles as pivots for wire rotation,
and to quickly align one wire with another. Using nanoscopic objects as constraints for each other raises interesting optimal path planning issues, such as what
combination of translation/rotation flow control [76] and
particle/wire pivots should be used to most quickly
assemble multiobject nanophotonic components. Thus
there is a need to understand how to optimally meld flow
control with chemically modulated chip-surface motion
constraints.
More broadly, flow control is part of a complex landscape for manipulating microscopic and nanoscopic

Most importantly, feedback control of micro/nano systems for electronic
and biological applications requires a tight collaboration
between control theorists and domain experts in
micro- and nanoscale science, biology, and medicine.
objects (see Table 1). This article has focused on modeling
and control methods for EK control, which includes both
EO flow control and EP control of objects that acquire surface charge, but the same general approach (vision sensing, modeling-for-control, and simple algorithms that
reliably invert maps from actuation to motion) can likely
be used to improve on-chip control by DEP, optoelectronic, acoustic, and other actuation means. In addition to
EK actuation, feedback control is already being applied to
magnetic tweezers [62], [108], [110]–[112] and DEP manipulation [37], [42], [43], but there remain strong opportunities for feedback control in acoustic and optoelectronic
devices.
There is also a strong need for system integration. In a
cancer patient’s blood, as few as one out of a billion cells
are circulating tumor cells; no single actuation modality
will be able to reliably extract, keep alive, and then study
such rare cells from blood samples. Instead, an integrated
system with multiple types of sensing and actuation is
required, and feedback control will be essential to enable
such systems. For microscale applications, as on the macroscale, feedback can dramatically improve performance
and system robustness, but it requires modeling for control as well as effective real-time sensing, translation of
application needs into tractable control formulations,
real-time control algorithms, system integration, and
experimental verification. Most importantly, feedback
control of micro/nano systems for electronic and biological applications requires a tight collaboration between
control theorists and domain experts in micro- and
nanoscale science, biology, and medicine. Our hope is that
this article has illustrated some interesting application
opportunities and will perhaps inspire future efforts and
collaborations.
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